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COLD WAR
World History 2011

To Tell the Truth:
Mikhail Gorbachev
Nikita Khrushchev
Ho Chi Minh
Fidel Castro
Mao Zedong
John F. Kennedy
Harry S Truman
Syngman Rhee
Ronald Reagan

“TO TELL THE TRUTH: COLD WAR EDITION”
Instead of a traditional pen and paper final we’ll be acting in as Cold War personalities. On Thursday June 7th, the 
class will play To Tell the Truth: Cold War Edition. This presentation will account for around 10% of your 
final grade this semester.

The show features a panel of four 

celebrities attempting to correctly 

identify a described contestant 

who has an unusual occupation or experience 

(in this cause a central figure of the Cold War). 

This central character is accompanied by two 

impostors who pretended to be the central 

character. The celebrity panelists question the 

three contestants; the impostors are allowed to 

lie but the central character is sworn "to tell the 

truth". After questioning, the panel attempts to 

identify which of the three challengers is telling 

the truth and is thus the central character. 

The game begins as the challengers are 

introduced, all claiming to be the central 

character. The announcer typically asks the 

challengers, who stand side by side, "What is 

your name, please?" Each challenger then 

states, "My name is [central character's 

name]." The celebrity panelists then read along 

as the host reads aloud a signed affidavit about 

the central character.

The panelists are each given a period of 

time to question the challengers. Questions are 

directed to the challengers by number (Number 

One, Number Two and Number Three), with the 

central character sworn to give truthful 

answers, and the impostors permitted to lie and 

pretend to be the central character.

After questioning is complete, each 

member of the panel votes on which of the 

challengers they believe to be the central 

character by writing the number on a card 

without consulting the other panelists. Any 

panelist who knows one of the challengers or 

has another unfair advantage can recuse 

himself which, 

for scoring 

purposes, is 

counted as an 

incorrect vote.

Once the 

votes are cast, 

the host asks, 

"Will the real [person's name] please stand 

up?" The central character then stands, often 

after some brief playful feinting and false starts 

among all three challengers. The two impostors 

then reveal their real names and their actual 

occupations. Prize money is awarded to the 

challengers based on the number of incorrect 

votes the impostors draw.

The 
contestants of 
To Tell the 
Truth: Cold 
War Edition.

Your Role:
You have two roles for this game.
(1) Central Character- become the 

personality. Research his 
personal life, career, and the 
subtopics for your character. 
You should be an expert. Don’t 
let your impostors beat you 
and trick the celebrity panel.

(2) Impostor- become familiar with 
this second personality. You 
are attempting to trick our 
celebrity panel and beat your 
classmates. You level of 
knowledge on the impostor does 
not need to be as in-depth as 
the central character.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celebrity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celebrity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affidavit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affidavit
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TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL GAMES SHOW APPEARANCE. 
Following these 7 steps will increase your chances of doing well and having fun while playing To Tell the Truth.
1. Research!

• Find out about the following: personal life, career/public life, & the 3-4 topics/events above.
2. Watch a clip from the original show To Tell the Truth.
3. Watch a speech of your Cold War personality and watch for clues on how they speak and act.
4. Memorize your person’s biography (when they were born, where they lived, how they came to become a 

leader). 
5. Memorize the topics/events (what they were & what your Cold War personality might think about them). 
6. Explain who you personality is to at least three people outside of our class. 
7. Don’t try and memorize every little fact or everything. Learn enough about your personality that you 

can answer the important questions and confidently fake it for obscure/random questions.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kb9TKdsPQnI&safety_mode=true&persist_safety_mode=1&safe=active
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kb9TKdsPQnI&safety_mode=true&persist_safety_mode=1&safe=active

